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Managing change in the manufacturing industry
can get much complex than expected, when
compared with other industries, particularly when
it comes to handling change for people working on
the shop-floor. They have a highly focused
thought process, a way of working and any change
that transforms their day-to-day work is dealt with
strong resistance. It gets complicated further due
to strong unions that push the change back.
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Top 5 focus areas for managing change in these challenging situations:
Effective
Sponsorship

Unified
Communication

Change
Sustenance

Coaching

Training

Effective Sponsorship

communications in order to mitigate it and

Establishing a strong sponsorship network by
leveraging influential stakeholders in various
departments, is a key success parameter. In a
manufacturing set-up, the people connect is
usually very strong. The key influencers from labor
unions should be taken into confidence and
should be involved in all communication planning
to

the

workforce.

Their

buy-in

during

decision-making process will ensure their support
through the change journey.

making them comfortable with the change.
A fit-for-purpose communication strategy needs
to be designed and executed. The level of
communication has to be different from what is
required for shop-floor workers, than for people in
other departments.

Coaching
Time-to-time coaching is essential for managing
any resistance coming through strong unions’

Unified Communication

demands. There needs to be focused discussions

In manufacturing, various departments are often
reliant on one another to get the job done. Hence,
the

necessity

of

frequent

and

timely

communication to other teams when an action
has been performed, is highly imperative. For
shop-floor workers, the topmost fear about
change is a potential cut down of the work force.
This fear needs to be allayed through early

and workshops planned to communicate about
the change. Roaming around the shop-floor, the
change management team can get face time with
the workers and receive feedback and comments
about the change perception and concerns
arising out of change. This can be looped back for
revisiting communication strategy to ensure right
messaging to the impacted workforce.
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Conclusion:
In order to successfully drive change in the

Change Sustenance

manufacturing industry, there is a need to create

In order to sustain the change, there should be
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time-consuming, but will bring desired outcome.

including HR teams when it comes to change in
any work-related policies or behavior. The change
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